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A MESSAGE FROM THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
To the members of Sigma Zeta, greetings:

\

The year is well on its way, and many of us know the pattern which
the rest of the year will take. Schedules are arranged, plans organized,
study hours, social activities, work, fall
into a rather definite pattern. Once the
year's work is set up, there is not much
alternative but to keep step with the activities as arranged.
In a larger semle, however, we are
still "masters of our own souls". The
year can be profitable or wasted; helpful
and inspiring, or dull and numbing. It is
not a question of planned organization, so
much as one of interest, initiative, effort.
One can become fascinated by the efforts
put forth, and thrilled with the results.
Let us travel through the year, not on a
dead level, but climbing from one accomplishment to another, in the spirit of the
great scientists of the past who accomFloy Hurlbut
dPlished the miracles which we enjoy toay.
We shall be looking forward to meeting you and hearing the results
of some of your work at Macomb, Illinois, in April.
Yours fraternally,
Floy Hurlbut,
National President
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MINUTES OF THE TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF SIGMA ZETA
The twenty-fourth annual convention of Sigma Zeta was called to
order at 9 :10 A.M., April 17, 1953. The meeting was held at Northern
Illinois State Teachers College in DeKalb, Illinois, with NU Chapter as
host. Elmer Stone, president of NU Chapter, opened the meeting and
presented Dr. Howard W. Gould, sponsor of NU Chapter, who welcomed
the convention to NISTC.
The business session was called to order by National President F. A.
Hanawalt, who introduced the other national officers present.
Roll call of the chapters showed that thirteen chapters were represented, which indicated that this was the best attended convention in the
history of the organization.
Mr. Hanawalt announced the committees which were to function
during the convention: AUDrfING--Floy Hurlbut, Xi; Janet Myers,
Upsilon; Steffi Mio, Nu. NOMINATING-C. W. Bennett, Kappa; Robert
Shelley, Xi; Patricia Miller, Tau; Thomas Sefton, Epsilon. FOUNDERS'
CUP AWARD-F. A. Hanawalt, Epsilon; G. W. Faust, Zeta; Dan Eustice,
Mu.
Mr. Faust reported briefly on the actions of the Council in their
meeting on the previous evening. The proceedings are summarized and
attached to these minutes.
The remainder of the morning session was devoted to the presentation
of student papers, in two sections; and to a talk on Hybrid Chickens presented by Mr. Melvin Flock of DeKalb Hybrid Chix.
The afternoon session was devoted to field trips to the Wurlitzer
Piano factory, and to the Lorado Taft Field Campus. The evening program included a banquet at Adams Hall on the campus, and an address on
the technological aspects of meat production by Dr. Wm. J. Shannon of
the Oscar Mayer company.
The Saturday morning session opened with the presentation of the
remaining student papers in three sections. This was followed by an
address on Crystal Growth by Walter C. McCrone of the Armour Research
Foundation of the Illinois Institute of Technology.

R'ecorder-Treasurer in order.
to these minutes.
·of
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The Annual Financial Report is attached

The Founders' Cup Committee reported that the cup had been awarded this year to SIGMA Chapter of San Antonio, lexas. The citation was
read and the cup presented by Dan Eustice of MU Chapter, which held
the cup last year.
The Nominating Committee presented the fojlowing slate of officers
for the coming year:
National President-Floy Hurlbut, Xi Chapter
National Vice-President-John Bower, Nu Chapter
National Recorder-Treasurer-Gilbert Faust, Zeta Chapter
National Historian-Walter Eller, Kappa Chapter
National Editor-Sister Mary Clarence, Sigma Chapter
Past National President-F. A. Hanawalt, Epsilon Chapter
Mr. Andrews moved that the rec:ommendation of the Nominating
Committee be approved and the officers d.eclared elected.
Miss
Deason seconded the motion and it was carried.
Discussion of the location of next year's convention resulted in invitations from Xi Chapter and from Epsilon Chapter. Kappa Chapter
indicated that it might possibly be in a position to have the convention
next year. It was agreed to leave the selection of next year's convention
site to the National Council. (Kappa Chapter subsequently confirmed
its invitation; the 1954 convention will be held at Macomb, Illinois.)
A rising vote of appreciation was given to Nu Chapter for its management of a successful convention.
Mr. Hanawalt presented the gavel to Miss Hurlbut, who declared the
convention adjourned at 11 :40 A.M., Saturday, April 18, 1953.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF SIGMA ZETA

On the resumption of the business meeting, Mr. Hanawalt requested
the authors of stUdent papers to prepare abstracts of the papers for publication in THE SIGMA ZETAN. The abstracts are to be submitted to the
National Editor.

April 16, 1953
The National Council of Sigma Zeta met on Thursday evening, April
16, 1953, in the Science Building at Northern Illinois State Teachers
College in DeKalb, Illinois.

The .vot.e on the constitutional amendment raising the initiation fee
to $3.00 mdIcated that all thirteen of the chapters represented approved
the change. The amendment will go into effect with the 1953-54 school
year.

The first matter for discussion waS the expansion of the society.
Several people reported that a few contacts had beE)I1 made with prospective
organizations, but nothing definite had come frolh such contacts. It was
agreed that the best procedure w~s to continue ht this personal fashion.

The Auditing Committee reported that it found the books of the

It was suggested that we subsidize the National Convention to a
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greater extent by making more money available to the chapters which
send delegates. It was agreed that such procedure would require more
money than is presently available. It was therefore moved that the
Council propose an amendment to the constitution, raising the initiation
fee for active members from $2.00 to $3.00. The motion was seconded
and carried. It was further agreed that the appropriation for travel
expenses next year should be determined by the Council about two months
before the convention, and that the appropriation should be distributed
among the chapters on the basis of the number of student delegates and
the distance travelled.
The following committees were named to serve during the convention:
Auditing, Nominating, and Founders' Cup Award. (For the personnel
of these committees see the minutes of the convention.)
The matter of the location of next year's convention was discussed.
Miss Hurlbut said she had the authorization of Xi Chapter to extend
an invitation for next year. Mr. Hanawalt said that Epsilon would be
willing to have the meeting in 1955. In "iew of the fact that both of
these chapters have entertained the convention in recent years, it was
decided not to make a recommendation to the convention, but to wait and
see if any other invitations were forthcoming.

SIGMA ZETA HONORARY SCIENCE SOCIETY
FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, April 21, 1952 ________________________________________________________$ 363.22
!)

Initiation fees

Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Epsilon
Zeta
Lambda
Nu
Xi
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi

29.00
8.00
197.10
7.30
88.00
6.45
7.00
36.53
23.00
30.20
53.00
16.25
47.00
36.20
585.03

Stationery and supplies:
, Lambda
Nu
Tau

1.10
3.10
1.00

TOT AL R E CE I P T S -------------- -------c---------------------------------------____________ $13 25.45

EXPENDITURES

Fees from chapters:
27
11
11
31
16
13
17
20
5
6
2
9
3
5
1

Jewelry Sales:

5.20

April 10, 1953

Alpha
Gamma
Delta
Zeta
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
Pi
Rho
Sigma\,
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
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$ 18.00

54.00
22.00
22.00
62.00
32.00
26.00
34.00
40.00
10.00
12.00
4.00
18.00
6.00
10.00
2.00

Jewelry:
College Shop Contract (unpaid balance about $50.00) ___________ $ 500.00
1952 Conclave Expenses:
G. W. Faust
W. H. Eller
Zeta Chapter Travel
Kappa Chapter Travel
Nu Chapter Travel
Xi Chapter Travel
Upsilon Chapter Travel
Mu Chapter - for Conclave
372.00

$18.50
16.16
9.70
16.32
10.35
9.10
4.53
50.00

134.66
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Office Expense:
Recorder-Treasurer's salary
52-53
G. M. Wissink (engrave cup
and gavel)
Postage
Supplies
Corporate Report

EPSILON (7)
10. James H. McCloy
11. F. A. Hanawalt
12. Charles J. Eversole
13. Daniel A. Marinello
14. Tom Sefton
15. Duane H. Smith
16. Oliver Lugibihl

50.00
13.50
9.42
5.00
1.00

$1,325.45

ZETA (6)
17. Oliver A. Andrews
18. William Wiersma
19. Ray Sommers
20. Gilbert Faust
21. Leroy Purchatzke
22. Edward Jacobsen

$1,577.34

KAPPA (7)
23. C. W. Bennett
24. John Poritovich
25. Vincent Larocco
26. James Duffy
27. Dennis Ahlberg
28. Merle Lane
29. Harold D. Willard

78.92
262.65

Sigma Zetans

TOT AL EXP E ND IT UR E S _________________________________________________________________ $ 976.23
BALANCE ON HAND, April 10, 1953____________________________________________ 349.22

LAST YEAR:
Balance an hand,
April 9, 1951
Fees from chapters
Jewelry Sales
Stationery and Supplies

$368.43
461.00
723.81
24.10

Jewelry
1951 Conclave expense
Printing
Office expense
Miscellaneous

$760.20
136.91
234.10
75.91
7.00

MU (10)

1214.12

Balance on hand, April 21, 1952 __________________________________________________ -____ $363.22

REGISTRATION FOR THE SIGMA ZETA CONVENTION,
APRIL 16, 17, and 18, 1953
ALPHA (~)
1. Audrey Paris
2. Evelyn Sands
3. Wm. Jerry Schneider
4. L. K. Freeman
BETA (1)

5. C. J. Stowell
DELTA
6.
7.
8.
9.

(4)

Robert Glahn
Irving Waldman
Herbert Karpelowsky
Glen Fugate

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Dan J. Eustice
Marlow J. Stangler
Ronald Hunter
Carroll Kuehnerl
Dave Sanger
Darlene Cooper
Gerald Parkos
G. M. Wissink
James Fancher
Russell Larsen

NU (27)
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

Barbara Pennington
Richard Holmes
Gertrude Hinsch
Bea Carlson
Jean Breckenridge
Elmer Stone
Fred Wrede
Bob Wallace

48. Bob Beebe
49. Yvonne Smith
50. Vickie Brefka
51. Dr. John E. Bower
52. Ruth Small
53 .•John Diedrich
54. Joan Freiberg
55. Bernadette Gucwa
56. Steffie Mio
57. Ruth Janus
58. Paul Arndt
59. Dr. George Terwilliger
60. Dr. R. A. Bullington
61. P. Prior
62. Loren Caldwell
63. Rita Bars
64. Gloria Gabrielson
65. Dr. Wendell Lindbeck
66. Dr. Howard Gould
XI (3)
67. Floy Hurlbut
6S. Robert Shelley
69. Marvin E. Hayes
SIGMA (2)
70. Betty Christopher
71. Jane Deason
TAU (1)
72. Pat Miller
UPSILON (6)
73. Marie Mayo
74. Rheba Taylor
75. Janet Myers
76. J () Ann Robertson
77. Sylvan Snelling
78. John A. Buehler
PHI (4)
79. S. M. McClure
SO. Robert W. Doty
S1. Donald R. Barren
82. Lee Reesman
GUESTS (2)
83. Mrs. C. J. Stowell (Beta)
84. Mark Weigel (Zeta)
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After the convention .T ane Deason and Betty Christopher, representatives for Sigma Chapter, posed with Miss Flay Hurlbut, the newly elected
National President of Sigma Zeta. They are proudly displaying the
Founders' Cup awarded this year to Sigma Chapter.
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the magnetite.
The magnetic taconite must be crushed relatively fine in order to
break the magnetite away from the attached waste. This requires
crushing and assorting the taconite several times.
The magnetic property of the iron are enables it to be freed from
the waste rock by running it over magnetic separators. The iron is
attracted by the rotating magnetic separators with the waste being eliminated.
The concentrated iron is mixed with fine coke and rolled into pellets,
later being ignited and sintered.
The efficiency of this process is low because of the loss of heat. A
large amount of heat is needed and the finer the are the higher the sintering cost. The final sinter is assayed 65 percent total iron and is about 30
to 38 percent of the weight of the original crude are.
Three out of every four tons will end up as waste. Also steel from
taconite are may cost as much as four dollars a ton higher than the
ordinary product, unless a better method of manufacturing taconite is
found. But by 1955 or sooner the first shipments of concentrated iron
ore will be on their way to the blast furnaces from this 300 million dollar
project.

AIR EQUIVALENT AND STOPPING POWER FOR ALPHA RAYS
Left to right, Jfiss Floy Hurlbut, Jane Deason, Betty Christopher.

ABSTRACTS OF STUDENT PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE
NATIONAL CONCLAVE OF SIGMA ZETA APRIL, 1953
The Taconite Industry in Minnesota
Ronald Hunter, Mu Chapter
State Teachers College, Mankato, Minnesota

Minnesota's rich iron ore is gradually decreasing. In approximately
twenty or twenty-five years the open pit ranges of Minnesota will be
scraped bare. For this reason, steel companies are spending approximately
300 million dollars in developing magnetic taconite, the low-grade iron are
of which Minnesota has unlimited reserves.
All of our iron ores were once taconite. Magnetic taconite is simply
unconcentrated iron are embedded in one of the hardest rocks found in
N or~h . America. This makes developing taconite a manufacturing, not
a mmmg process.
Dr. Davis, director of the mines experiment station at the University
of Minnesota, is credited with finding the most practical way to extract

Arland L. Carsten, Mu Chapter
State Teachers College, Mankato, Minnesota

The air equivalent may be defined as the thickness of air at standard
conditions which will cause the same absorption of alpha particles as a
given thickness of material. From this definition, we may note the
general procedure followed in determining the air equivalent.
First of all, we need a source of alpha rays. This we obtained in the
form of radioactive crystals supplied with the stopping power apparatus.
As a method of detection, I used a visual means. This was to observe
scintillations caused by the alpha particles on a fluorescent screen. This
method entailed making all measurements in a darkened room.
The apparatus used was the standard stopping potential apparatus,
purchased from the W. M. Welch Scientific Company of Chicago. It
consisted of a movable brass cup mounted on a pinion gear so that it
could be moved along a fixed rod by rotating a hand wheel. This cup
served as a holder for the radioactive substance. At the opposite end of
the fixed rod were mounted three holders. In these were placed a
metal foil, the fluorescent screen and a magnifying lens with which to
observe the scintillations on the screen. The fixed rod separating the
screen and the alpha source was calibrated in cm. with a vernier scale,
allowing accuracy to 1/10 mm. All distances were measured from the
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screen to the source.
To begin with, the source was placed at 2 cm. from the screen without
the metal foil between. At this distance, the scintillations were clearly
visible. The source was then slowly moved away from the screen until
the scintillations were no longer visible. This distance was then recorded.
After several trials, I was able to determine a representative value
for this distance. I then repeated the procedure introducing a thin aluminum foil between the source and the screen. From this set-up a second
set of values was obtained.
To find the air equivalent, we then substituted the known values
in the following equation:
t (d - d') To P
a
TP

o
The temperature and pressure factors were brought in to reduce the
values to S.T.P., which in the case of radiation measurements is considered
as 15' C and 76 em H. In the formula . . . . . .
'.-

t

g

air equivalent

a
d
d'
T
o

range of alpha particles in air
range of particles with foil inserts
288' K.

P

76 cm Hg

o
T.
P
o

(273 + .22)
74.3 cm Hg
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away with the nuisance of heavy extension cords and booster units in
multiple-flash photography. In theory, the synchronizer, or "slave" unit,
is simply a fast-acting relay capable of detonating an auxiliary flash bulb
within five or six milliseconds of the first output of light from the master
flash bulb.
The design for this particular unit came from Popular Mechanics
Magaz1:ne, the issue for September, 1949. It employs as its main components an RCA 1P39 phototube, a sensitive 5000-ohm plate relay, and a
6AK5 miniature vacuum tube, operated as amplifier for the feeble variations in output current from the phototube. A pilot light, carefully
shielded to prevent light from reaching the interior of the unit, indicates
when the unit is ready to operate and when the sensitivity adjustment is
correct.
The building of the unit requires no special skills or equipment other
than a soldering iron and a few small drills. The parts as specified can
be obtained for about $16. at any good radio supply house. Placement of
parts is not critical, but leads should be well insulated and kept short to
reduce leakage and to keep the unit mechanically sound.
The power for the unit is supplied by a 671;2 volt B-battery, such as
that used in portable radios, while a series of small flashlight cells supply
filament current and fire the flashbulbs.
In use, the unit is placed where light from the master bulb wiII strike
it, and is adjusted to the normal light intensity at that point. The auxiliary
unit is connected and aimed. The bulb in the auxiliary unit will go off
automatically as soon as the main bulb starts to emit light. The unit wiiI
fire up to four flashbulbs simUltaneously, and will operate on shutter
speeds up to one one-hundredth of a second.
With careful construction, this unit will be a valuable addition to any
photographic outfit.

From this we see that the air equivalent is a characteristic constant
of the absorbing material. Also this data may be used to calculate several
other absorbing properties including; equivalent stopping power, mass
stopping power, and atomis stopping power.

THE MEASUREMENT OF THE VELOCITY OF SOUND
BY THE USE OF AN OSCILLOSCOPE

The scintillation procedures were followed by geiger counter procedures and good correlation of results were noted.

Endel Jaska, Mu Chapter
State Teachers College, Mankato, Minnesota

These properties all have great application in modern nuclear studies.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A REMOTE
"SLA VE" FLASH SYNCHRONIZER
James Fancher, Mu Chapter,
State Teachers College, Mankato, Minnesota

A remote flash synchronizer is a device which was developed to do

12

The velocity of sound has usually been measured over long distances
(1 to 20 miles) by the means of guns and stop watches.
'With the invention of the oscilloscope it became possible to measure.
the velocity of sound over a very base line (1 to 20 feet) with great
accuracy.
As the sound emitter, an earphone was used, which was placed into
the focus of 0 a parabolic reflector. The earphone was connected to an
audio oscillator (Ic.p.s. and 600c.p.s.) and in parallel with the oscillator
and the horizontal plates of the oscilloscope were connected to the speaker.

14
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Another earphone and a parabolic reflector were used as a sound receiver
and both earphones were mounted on an optical bench. The mike was
connected to an audio amplifier and the amplified signal was fed to the
vertical plates of the oscilloscope.

the Pure Scientists of the OCTAHEDRON; they take scientific data
organize it, and study it using any or all of the machinery of mathematics:
On top of all in the TETRAHEDRON there is mention of geometry, algebra, and calculus which is Pure Mathematics. They have mathematics in
which twice 2 is not 4, and 3 plus 2 does not equal 2 plus 3, and 5x6
does not equal 6x5!!
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In this way two sine waves were formed, one by each pair of the
plates. A Lissajous figure of a ratio 1:1 appeared on the 'scopes screen.
By having the speaker as far back as possible (2 meters), a straight line
was formed on the screen. When the speaker was moved toward the
mike, another similar straight line was formed.
Once having measured the wavelength, the velocity of sound can be
easily caIcu hted fr01(1 the formula V = = f x 1. With f known to be
(1000c.p.s. or 600c.p.s.).
By determining the velocity of sound by means of an oscilloscope, the
under··graduate student is provided with a convenient and inexpensive
method of considerable accuracy. By this method Lissajou's figures
can be demonstrated and also the use of the oscilloscope can be studied.

In hacing any gadget, we will find it is dependent on all five solids
of science and mathematics. The radio is a gadget of the first solid the
CUBE. The inventors of the next, the ICOSAHEDRON, are contin~ly
improving all parts of it. Marconi (in this solid) sent the first crude
radio message. His work followed Hertz of the third solid who proved
the idea of sending a wireless message possible. His idea came from
Clerk Maxwell of the DODECAHEDRON who first conceived the idea of
waves in an electromagnetic field and applied the calculus to it, obtaining
a set of differential equations from which he declared there must be electromagnetic waves. (Hertz proved he was right.) Maxwell couldn't have
done his job if it weren't for Newton in the TETRAHEDRON the top
of the TOTEM POLE, inventing the calculus.
And so we see one group dependent upon all the others. Cooperation
is essential for accomplishment even in science and mathematics.

THE TOTEM POLE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
PERFECT NUMBERS
Darlene Cooper, Mu Chapter,

Marlow Stangler, Mu Chapter,

State Teachers College, Mankato, Minnesota

State Tecahers College, Mankato, Minnesota

Science and Mathematics have a philosophy which Lieber in The
Education of T. C. Mitts relates in an interesting way. Looking at a Totem
Pole made of the five regular polyhedrons, think of each solid in connection with a certain aspect of science. The first, the CUBE, contains
all the scientific gadgets such as radios, automobiles, and refrigerators.
The second, the ICOSAHEDRON, is an industrial laboratory where the
gadgets of the first are invented, tried, and manufactured. Problems
are presented and are worked on as such. Research in Pure Science is
done in the OCTAHgDRON. These men are usually professors who, due
to curiosity, choose their own project. They are theoretical men and
work on seemingly useless problems. They keep very careful records
and publish the results in scientific journals. The scientists of the
ICOSAHEDRON find it quite necessary to study the work of these Pure
Scientists. Too often it is "established data" that has been printed in
textbooks rather than current reports.
In the next or the fourth solid, the DODECAHEDRON, we find the
mathematicians, and in the top, the TETRAHEDRON, we find the Pure
Mathematicians. The mathematicians of the Dodecahedron know the
classical mathematics of the past and apply it to the scientific findings of •

The Greeks, greatly intrigued by the fact that the number 6 is the
sum of all its divisors except itself (1+2+3), called it a "perfect" number.
It was easy to ascertain by trial that the second perfect no. was 28. The
question was and is, "How many perfect numbers are there". Euclid was
able to prove that in all cases where a number can be factored in the form
2n-1 and 2n-1 is a prime number, the number must be the sum of all its
divisors except itself. In case of 6, n is 2 and 2n-1 is 3, a prime number.
With Euclid's formula the third and fourth numbers in the series can be
computed where n equals 5 and 6. The numbers are 496 and 8,128. The
computation became laborious beyond this and it was not proved that
this formula would include all the perfect numbers. In more than 2,000
years mathematicans were able to turn up only 12 numbers that met the
strict requirements for numerical perfection. Within the last year,
however, the University of California mathematician R. M. Robinson has,
with the aid of a modern computer, discovered five more. The discovery
did not attract the attention of the press. Perfect numbers are not useful
in the construction of atomic bombs. In fact, they are not useful at all.
They are merely intresting, and their story is an interesting one.
For many centuries philosophers gave ethical or religious significance
to perfect numbers. Mathematicians, meanwhile, had made slow progress.
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The first four were known as early as the first century. Fourteen centuries later the fifth was discovered. It was 33,550,336 (n equals 13).
A colleague of Descartes, the French mathematician Marin Me!rsenne,
in 16,14 announced six more at one clip. They were so large by now that
they were described only by the prime number 2n-1, or, more briefly, by
the exponent, n, in Euclid's formula. The values of n for the 11 perfect
numbers, including the last six new ones by Mersenne were 2, 3, 5, 7, 13,
17, 19, 31, 67, 127, and 257. It was obvious to other mathematicians that
Mer senne could. not have tested for primality all the numbers he had announced. But, neither could they. At that time the only method of
testing was to try every possible divisor of each number. Euler then tested the eighth number (nis :U). He also proved that all even perfect numbers must be of the form expressed by Euclid's theorem. No odd perfect
number has ever been found, but it has never been proved that such a
number cannot exist.

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS FOR ZINC

..

Ray Sommers, Zeta Chapter
Wisconsin State College. Stevens Point, Wisconsin

f

I

127

About a century later Lucas announced that he had tested 2 -1 and
found it to be prime. He had found a short cut. The number 2n-1 is
prime if, and only if, it divides the (n-1) term of a certain series. In
this series the first number is four and each succeeding number is the
square of the preceeding one minus 2; in other words 4, 14, 194, 37,634,
•

3

At a pH of 4.5 in the presence of thiosulfate, dithizone will react only
with zinc, palladium, and stannous tin.

127

Even this becomes unwieldy when, as in the case of 2 -1, one
~ust divide 170, 141, 183, 460, 469, 231, 731, 687, 303, 715, 884, 105, 727
mto the 126th term of Lucas' series. To do this mathematicians use a
short-cut of the short cut: instead of squaring each term of the series,
they square only the remainder after they have divided the number being
tested into it.
Last year Robinson fed the problem to the National Bureau of Standards' Western Automatic Computer. This is a high-speed machine: it
can do an addition of 36 binary digits in 64 millionths of a second. It
was complicated by the fact that the machine responds to only 13 kinds of
commands and is built to handle numbers up to only 36 binary digits,
while the numbers had 2,300 such digits. 184 separate commands were
necessary. But what had taken 730 man hours now could be done in
48 seconds.
The perfect numbers of which these primes are components are, of
course, much larger-so large that in comparison with them the conventional "astronomical" numbers seem microscopic. Yet, by a proof as
old as Evclid, mathematicians know that these numbers are the sum of
all their divisors except themselves--just as surely as they know that 6
equals 1 +2+3. They still do not know, however, how many perfect
numbert; there are, but at the present time there are 17 of them with the
2280

largest 2

2281

(2

-1).

Spectrophotometric analysis is a colorimetric method in which a
specific wave length of light is selected by a diffraction grating, and the
intensity of light recorded by a photoelectric cell. Analysis by this means
is based on the relation existing bGt,veen the concentration of the solution
and the light transmitted. As a rule the relationship is given by Beer's
Law: -log 1/10 = kcl; where I is the intensity of light incident upon the
solution; 10 in the intensity of the light transmitted; K is a constant depending upon the temperature, solvent, and wave length; I is the distance
traversed by the light.
The reagent used, dithizone (diphenylthiocarbazone,) is a violet black
crystalline solid. It dissolves readily in carbon tetrachloride or chloroform
and reacts with nearly a score of metals to form a complex dithizonate.
The dithizone and dithizonates have a characteristic color and are insoluble
in neutral and acidic aqueous solutions.

and so on. Fdt· example, to test the prime number 7 (2 -1), one divides
7 into 14; the n-l term in this case being the second number in the
series, since n is 3. Since 7 divides evenly into 14, it is prime by Lucas'
test.
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The procedure consisted of mixing 10.0 ml. of solution, 5.0 ml. of a
sodium acetate-acetic add buffer, and 2.0 ml. of a 25 % sodium thiosulfate
solution and then extracting for 2 minutes with a 0.001 % dithizone
(weight/volume in carbon tetrachloride) solution. The value of -log
I,/Io was then found at a wave length of 535 millimicrons with respect to
the value of pure carbon tetrachloride being taken as O.
The excess dithizone was allowed to remain because the readings were
taken at a wavelength of 535 milli-microns, or at the point of miximum
absorption by the dithizonate and close to the point of minimum absorption
by the dithizone.

l'
f

The reagents used had been previously extracted with dithizone to
remove any interfering metals which might have been present.
The accompanying curves show the results: A.- using 10.0 ml. dithizone solution; B.- using 25.0 ml. of dithizone solution (.001 %) .
This method could be used for trace analysis of zinc in the range on
the curve where there is a considerable slope.
There is a pissibility that analysis by the use of this reagent could
become quite important, for by varying certain conditions the reaction of
the reagent can be made specific.
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COLCHICINE

-10<1 1/10

A

1.2.
1.1

Mark Weigel, Columbus High School
Marshfield, Wisconsin

Colchicine is perhaps one of the most interesting alkaloids in science
today and this is because of its influence on plant growth. This report
includes results of studies carried out with colchicine in order to produce
mutations over a period of approximately two years. Its influence was
noted chiefly by, a) observing changes in the external appearance of the
plants treated, b) making microscope observations of the stomata and
leaves of treated Easter lilies and obtaining the count of chromosomes at
the division stage of the cells in the root tip of white radishes.

to
0.'
G.8

All tests were made with a 0.1 % solution of colchicine. Of the many
possible methods only four were found practical for this work:

0.'
0.5
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A three month old geranium was treated by means of gravity pressure
feeding. It not only outgrew the control plant, but showed a very marked
swelling in its stem.

~~1~f~~11~~~~~r,~~~~~4101~
'to

AROMATIC NITRO COMPOUNDS
Leroy Purchat.zke, Zeta Chapter
Wisconsin State College, Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Although the laboratory chemist has devised many different methods
of preparing the basic aromatic nitro compounds, only.a select few metho~s
can be used for commercial syntheses. The first baSIC compound we WIll
consider will be trinitrobenzene. It is prepared by oxidation of TNT to
2 4 G -trinitrobenzoic acid which, in turn, is decarboxylated forming
2: 4: 6:-trinitrobenzene. This method i~ much more p.ractical bec~use
toluene can be nitrated much more readIly than the pi am benzene rmg.
TNT (trinitrotoluene) is prepared by nitration of toluene rather ea~ily
com~ared to other compounds, however, intensity of heat and c~t~IYZll~g
agent must be increased as nitration proceeds. The unreacted ~Itnc aCl(l
and by-products are recovered and used again a~ter ~he symetnc 2, 4,.6trinitroluene is extracted. The actual reactIOn mcludes many SIde
reactions that cannot be discussed here. The last important nitro compouna that we will discuss is picric acid. This compound is fo~med by
mononitration, sulfonation, dinitration with subsequent desulfonabon, and
final trinitration. These are only a few of the numerous compounds
formed this way; basically, this type of synthesis is used for m.ost forms
of aromatic nitro compounds. In all these syntheses the most Important
thing the commercial chemist has to stress is an economical method to
prepare a compound.

The second method used was applying colchicine to an African violet
from a dish below the pot. The violet increased in the size of its leaves
and flowers in a very short time and started a perpetual flowering program
which it has not abandoned.
An Easter lily was used in the injection method. Two C.c. of colchicine were injected into the heart of the lily bulb when the plant was 2.5
inches tall. The lily suffered a check in growth, but a week later it started
a swift race to maturity reaching a height of 36 inches. Ordinarily lilies
bloom 5 weeks after their buds first appear. This lily did it in three
weeks time. In addition it sprouted three times in one year, increasing
from one to two stalks at the second growth, and to eight at its third
appearance.
The stomata of the leaves of the treated and untreated lilies were
stained with a weak iodine tincture and studied under an oil immersion
microscope. The stomata of the treated plant were decidedly larger than
those of the control.
It was learned from a reprint of Dr. D. C. Cooper's work on producing
polyploidy in alfalfa at the Experimental Station of the University of
Wisconsin that he obtained reliable proof for the alfalfa polyploidy by
observing the size of the stomata and the size of the epidermal cells of
his test plants. A similar observation with the leaves of white radishes,
grown from seeds of the author's last year's crop was attempted. The
0.1 % colchicine solution was applied to the germinating seeds of white
radishes, which were later planted into fertilized soil. Giantism of
leaves, stalk and root became very pronounced as the plants developed.
Some leaves measured] 1 inches in length and nearly 11.5 inches across
their widest span. After a record breaking growth of about 1 inch per
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day the stalks stood five feet tall and had a root or radish measuring
six inches around and eight inches in length.

INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS AND ITS INCIDENCE
IN COLLEGE STUDENTS
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Microscope studies of the white radish were limited to the cells of
the root tips.
The difference in the size of the cells between the treated and untreated was evident from the start. In the radish
root tip the 2n chromosome count is 18, and doubling the chromosomes
results in a count of 36. Chromosomes if properly stained stand out as
small dark rods. Best results in obtaining the 36 count were made by
using Carnoy's fixing solution and procedure using aceto carmine with
ferric acetate as the stain. Finding the cells at the right stage of division
is always a tiresome venture. The author found that the time of the day
and the kind of root tip taken are very important factors. Reliable
chromosome counts were made in this study from root tips fixed between
4 and 7 p.m.
From the observations made with the above plants it is safe to say
that mutations were produced with a 0.1 % solution of colchicine. ' This
strength of solution was either purchased from the Turtox Biological
Supply House or prepared from the yellow colchicine powder extracted
from the corms of colchicum autumn ale by phosphotungstic precipitation.
The yield from the extraction was .33;/0 per 100 grams of corms.
Editor's Note:
Mark Weigel, although not a Sigma Zetan, is a Senior at Columbus
High School, whose paper won first distinction at the district meet of the
Junior Academy of Science. He also went on to gain state recognition.
The above paper was presented at the Sigma Zetan meeting and
sent in by Zeta Chapter.

BLOOD PLASMA SUBSTITUES
Oliver Lugibihl, Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College, WesterviIIe, Ohio

Due to the widespread danger of hepatitis infection due to plasma
transfusion, and the constant shortagt of plasma, it is expedient that a.
Rubstitute be found which can be used in cases of shock. Many materials
have been tested, ranging from isinglass to okra and animal blood plasma.
The most promising substitute at the present time is dextran. This
is a fermentation product of sucrose which is fermented by Leuconostoc
mesenteroides bacteria. It is administered in a 6% solution in isotonic
sodium chloride. There are very few reactios to dextran, and those
reactions which do occur are mild.
There is no substitute for whole blood, and therefore, we must not
relinquish our efforts in the collection of blood.
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Daniel A. Marinello, Epsilon Chapter,
Otterbein College, WesterviIIe, Ohio

Many of us today, if asked to name diseases affecting college students
mostly would not even suspect Infectious mononucleosis. In fact it is
rather prevalent in college students.
Clinical conditions of Infectious mononucleosis are anginose, febrile,
glandular, respiratory, abdominal, eye pains, and those following gastrectomy or traumatic phlebitis. Many complications of the disease are
set l!P, such as sore throat, pharyngeal lesions, and enlargement of the
cerncal lymph glands.
The etiological agent is unknown but virus research has proven to
be thE most encouraging. One theory is that kissing is the mode of
transmission since one observer noticed the startling regularity with which
it "bounced" back and forth between men's and women's dormitories.
Hematologically, the disease is characterized by a leucocytosis with
the lymphocytes accounting for from 50 % to 85 % of the total white
count. The presence of this atypical lymphocyte count is not specific for
Infectious mononucleosis since it is also seen in the same quantity in
peripher~l blood when virus diseases, such as Infectious hepatitis, Virus
pneumoma, Rubeola, Influenza, and the like are present.
~erolo?"ically the disease produces a positive heterophile antibody
reactIOn WIth sheep red-blood cells, but due to the presence of Forsman
agglutinins in the serum of normal persons a titer of 1: 1792 is considered indicative of Infectious mononucleosis without confirmation of
absorption test.

In the ~bsorp.tion. test normal serum will absorb both beef erythrocytes and gumea pIg kIdney, however a person with Infectious mononucleos.is will abRorb only the beef erythrocytes. With the absorption pattern
confIrmed only a titer of 1 : 64 is indicative of Infectious mononucleosis.
. rI'~e only treatment for the disease is complete rest which may somehmes Illvolve several months. The disease is not fatal.
The most generally accepted theory for the incidence of this disease is
that at some time or other we have all been attacked, but due to body
defenses many have fought it off. College students due to their high
degree of activity have lowered resistance and are therefore more
susceptible to the disease. Until the etiological agent is made known
t~ere c~n be no adequate explanation for the high incidence of this
dIsease III college students.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELD
OF CARDIAC SURGERY SINCE 1950
Tom Lyman Sefton, Epsilon Chapter
Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio

Diseases of the heart may be divided into two classes, They may be
either congenital or acquired. Some of the congenital diseases that may
necessitate surgery are (1) patent ductus arteriosus (2) co-arctation of
the aorta (3) aortic rings and other vascular anomalies (4) septal defects
and (5) cyanotic heart disease. Acquired cardiovascular conditions that
may necessitate operative intervention are (1) tumors of the heart (2)
foreign bodies in the heart (3) wounds of the heart (4) suppurative
pericarditis (5) constrictive paricarditis (6) coronary insufficiency and
(7) valvular lesions.

.'

Probably one of the most interesting of the new techniques used in
cardiac surgery is the one employed for atrial septal defects. In this
operation the surgeon sews a plastic funnel over the portion of the
heart where the incision is to be made. After the incision the blood
flows into this upright funnel until the intra-auricular pressure, which
is compapratively low, is equalized by the blood in the funnel. The blood
is easily kept in solution by the addition of a heparin solution. Since
the blood rises only 5- 10 cm. in the funnel, the surgeon is able to examine
quite accurately the inner portions of the heart. By probing with his
finger the defect is discovered and repaired-all of this being done
through the plastic funnel. If the septal defect is large, a sheet of polyethylene is sewn over the aperture. For a small defect a direct suture and
approximation of the edges is satisfactory.
In heart surgery every method that has merit should be considered.
Indiyiduality in the laboratory as well as team work in the operating room
is necessary to effect the development of cardiac surgery.

ALGAE, THEIR ECONOMIC VALUE
CharI~s

J. Eversole, Epsilon Chapter

Otterbein College, WesterviIIe, Ohio

Primitive members of algae were growing near the end of the
archeozoic era over a billion years ago.
Algae are members of the thallophytes which possess no true leaves,
stems or roots. Certain ones are especially adapted with holdfasts and
air bladders, for growing in water.
The algae arc divided into five classes: the cyanophytes or blue-green,
chlorophytes or green, chrysophytes or diatome, phaeophytes or brown
and the rhodophytes or red.
One of the largest phaeophytes is the Macrocytis which is known as

p
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the "great kelp". The plant attains a length of 195 feet and a weight of
ninety-two pounds. These plants grow in beds from Alaska to California.
These Pacific Coast beds haye an area of 390 square miles and produce
annually aronnd sixty million tons of wet weed. A plot of ground six
feet square produces over one ton of weed each year.
One of the main drawbacks Of the algal industry is the lack of a
cheap and efficient means of harvesting.
Once the weed is collected it can be dealt with in the following
manner: used as fertilizers, the ash is used for preparation of pot-ash
and iodine, dried weed is distilled to obtain carbon and inorganic salts
fermentation process yields acetone.
'
Main reasons for the failure of past enterprises are (1) restriction
of pr?cess to o~e aspect, (2) process based upon success of laboratory
expenments whlCh were not applicable to large scale operation and the
high cost of production.
In the destructive distillation process one hundred tons of seaweed
yields 3.3 tons ammonia, 2.3 tons gas, 2.1 tons tar, 3 tons potash salts,
1.2 tons kelp char and 20 pounds iodine.
Ag~r is a geJ substance obtained from gelidium while alginic acid
has baSIcally the same properties but is a cell wall constituent of brown
algae. Agar comes mainly from red algae.
Blue-green algae add organic matter to the soil and contaminate
water.

Green algae are frequently found to be the basis of corraline reefs.
VIva lactuum, a member of this phyla contains vitamins ABC D
E, F, and G.
' , , ,
Diatoms are the cause of large beds of diatomaceous earth which
is uRed as filter in industry, metal polishes, pipe and furnace insulation
and dynamite.
.
Carragheen,:: gelatinous cell-wall constituent of Chondrus crippus,
IS used as a stabahzer in chocolate milk.
Agar is uSled in laxatives because the digestive juices of the stomach
d? ,not affect it. It is also used for thickening soups and sauces and
g1VI~g a smooth base for mayonnaise, ice cream, cheese, and jelly. Its
nut~lent food value is the carbohydrate galactose.
Agar is used in
textIles, pap~r manufacture, glue production, shipping of canned meats
and for surgIcal dressings.
Agar's main use is for bacteriological and fungal cultural media.
America did not I1ealize until 1902 that her seaweeds were a vast
source of raw materials. The algal industry is still in its infancy with
great room for expansion.
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MARVEL CAVE, A UNIQUE CAVE OF THE OZARKS
Lee Reesman, Geology Asst., Phi Chapter
Robert Doty, Chemistry Asst., Phi Chapter
Eureka College, Eureka. Ill.

The geology classes of Eureka College visit Marvel Cave in the
Southwest Missouri Ozarks every year. This area is one of the roughest
in the Ozark; and is the only section of Missouri which has not been mapped
topographically. Sinkholes, solution channels, and an extensive faulting
of the bedrock, are typical features of the area.
The cave is in limestone of the Mississippian A"~·e. Near the top
it is cherty and somewhat fossiliferous, but most of the cave is thought
to be in the non-fossiliferous Spergen series.
The onlv known entrance to the cave is in the bottom of a large
sinkhole. It' opens into the Cathedral Room, the roof of which is advertized by the management as being the largest natural unsupported dome
in the world.
One of the most striking features of the cave is that all the main
parts lie on a single major fault line.
To improve the tourist route of the cave the mana~ement has been
tryinQ" for years to find a back entrance. Professor Rinker, a snonsor of
the Phi Chanter, en~ineered a partial survey of the cave in 1951. The
purnose of this work was the correlation of a point in a beautiful area
of the cave now inaccessablp to the tourists and the po,int on the surface
directly above this spot. Thp mana~ement is considering drilling an
elevator shaft to accomodate the tourists.
at
The paper was illustrated with survey diagrams and a few cave
formations.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
Jane Deason, Sigma Chapter
Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antonio, Texas

People \vho claim that our civilization will collapse forget that our
country abounds in many resources, and that science has given us the
knowledge and tools with which to use them. More than one-fifth of
America's farm nroduction is due to the use of fertilizers. Today, sources
found in inorganic chemicals offer us the most economical means of supplying our plant fooo requirements.
Soil is biologically alive. The nutritional aspect of soil fertility depends on the activities of living microorganisms, and in the electrical
properties of its non-living colloidal components.
An important part of the inorganic mineral structures of soil is clay.
The surface of a clay crystal bears a permanent negative electrical ~harge.
which attracts positively charged ions into its immediate vicinity and
holds them thel1e until they are removed by living organisms and converted

.,
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into the proper plant food.
Nitrogen is vital to crops and increases their protein content, promotes rapid vegetative growth, gives plants, a healthy green color, and
improves the quality of leaf crops. Most of the nitrogen bearing fertilizers are of inorganic origin, obtained by the fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen by chemical and physical methods.
Phosphorus is indispensable for crops. It stimulates early growth
and root formation, hastens maturity, gives hardiness to plants and
promotes seed production. Now it is possible to obtain phosphate, free
from excessive moisture, so that no lumps will form on storage. Superphosphate containing 10-147'0 phosphorus pentoxide is made by mixing
phosphate rock with sulfuric or phosphoric acid or a mixture of the two.
Potash helps to form starch, produces strong stalks, impart disease
resistance to plants, and increase plumpness of grain and seed. Pure
potassium chloride containing 60-70 % potassium oxide now supplies
three fourths of our fertilizer potash.
Krilium, a soil conditioner to improve the physical condition of the
soil, is based on a modified vinyl acetate maleic acid compound. It dissoh"es in the moisture of the soil, and does not change the alkalinity or
acidity of the soil, nor the nutrients, nor molds and bacteria normally
present in the soil.

THE IMPLICATION OF THE Rh FACTOR IN
ERYTHROBLASTOSIS FOETALIS
Patricia A. MiIIer, Tau Chapter
State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg, Pat

One of the most significant discoveries in the field of medicine during
the past twenty years has been that of the Rh factor, an agglutinogen in
human erythrocytes. Landsteiner and Wiener in 1949 demonstrated that
agglutinins vY'hich were produced in laboratory animals, either rabbits or
preferably guniea pigs, against the erythrocytes of Macas rhesus would
also agglutinate the erythrocytes of 85 % of human beings regardless of
iso-agglutinin groups. The agglutinigen in human erythrocytes that is
responsible for the reaction was therefore termed the Rh factor, hence,
persons whose erythrocytes contain this factor are called "Rh positive";
hence the remaining 15% of persons who lack this factor are termed "Rh
negative".
The clinical importance of the Rh factor resides in the fact that
certain Rh negative persons are capable of being sensitized to the Rh
factor and, as a result of snch sensitization agglutinins develops against
the erythrocytes containing this agglutinogen.
With the knowledge of the sensitization of the Rh negative persons, a
through study of Rh negative pregnant women indicated that the occurance of trythroblastosis foetals in a large number of cases was due to the
fact that the mother's erythrocytes did not contain the Rh agglutinogen
while those of the fetus were Rh positive. The theory is simply that
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there is a leakage of the agglutinogens through the fetal circulation into
the mother's circulation which produces agglutinins in the mother's serum
against erythrocytes containing the Rh factor. These agglutinins 'C~1en
act on the fetus resulting in the hemolysis of the erythrocytes of the
fetus which in turn causes extensive compensatory overdevelopment of
trythropoietic tissue n the bone marrow, liver and spleen and also to a
lesser extent in other tissue, hence the appearance of large numbers of
nucleated red cells or erythroblasts.
The positive Rh factor is transmitted from the parents to the offspring. The positive Rh factor is dominent, so to speak, and therefore
when the female parent is Rh negative and the male parent is Rh positive
the problem of Rh incompatibilities presents itself. In everyone hundred
marriages today, eleven of the cases is a combination of Rh negative
females with Rh positive males.
Erythroblastosis foetalis is not always fatal since the severity of the
anemia in the infant depends on the intensity of the maternal anti-body
formation. The antibody production in the mother may be stimulated by
several factors. If the Rh negative woman has had a previous transfusion
of Rh positive blood, the possibility of anti-bodies being present is very
likely. Also any previous pregnancies will also enhance the intensity of
the maternal anti-bodies.
The presence of erythroblastosis foetalis is not always readily detectable in new born infants until 24 hours after birth and sometimes
several days. In cases where the Rh negative mother has a large concentration of antibodies, a timely interuption of the pregnancy by cesarean
section about five weeks before the termination of the pregnancy may
save the life of her child if followed by an exchange transfusion.
The severity of the anemia in the new born controls the appearance
of the symptoms which may range from a slightly jaundiced appearance
to a marked jaundice which results from destructive and degenerative
changes associated with deer; yellow stain'ing with bile pigment. The
diagnosis by laboratory methods has been most helpful and effective. A
rapid diagnosis may be made by the use of the Coombes test which indicates
whether or not the infants erythrocytes are coated with the antibody of
the mother. A very interesting fact was noted in the laboratory whUe
working with the blood of these infants. There is a definite correlation
between the white blood cell count and the number of erythroblasts on the
blood smear. It is quite possible that the erythroblasts are not dissolved
by the di!uting fluid used for the white blood cell counts and that this is
one reason for the elevation of the white blood cell count. This may be
possible since there appears to be a ratio between the white blood cells
and the erythroblasts became the number of erythroblasts rises as the
white blood cell count rises and diminishes in a like fashion.
The application of the knowledge of the Rh factor and the use of
exchange transfusions for infants with erythroblastosis foetalis should
give new hope to Rh negative mothers and should give them assurance
that whether or not their children live, Will not depend on merely a survival of the fittest.
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NEWS FROM THE CHAPTERS
Alpha Chapter
Shurtleff College
Alton, Illinois

Dear Editor:
The Alpha Chapter recently purchased two museum display tables
for the future Natural History
Museum. Displays are now under
preparation for the tables. One
display will include the common
rocks and minerals of the United
States while the other will display
Indian artifacts. The tables will
be placed for display purposes in
the hall of the Administration
Building until
a
permanent
museum is established.
Tables
were furnished from funds raised
by candy sales on the campus. Display materials were donated by a
few friends of the Alpha Chapter.
Our future plans are to purchase
a few more tables in order to help
encourage the growth of the school
museum.
Sincerely,
Charles Laun,
President Alpha Chapter
---'0---

I
r'..

Epsilon Chappter
Otterbein College
Westerville, Ohio

Dear Editor:
The Epsilon Chapter of Sigma
Zeta began the year with a small
active membership. On October 1,
we initiated Anne Hathaway, Mary
Hatmaker, and Ed Schaad into our
group. Our associate membership,
which is composed of sophomores
and a few selected freshmen, numbers thirty. With keen interest
and much enhtusiasm we hope to
create more interest in the fields

of science and mathematics on Otterbein's Campus.
Our planned activities for the
year include several field trips,
a science banquet, movies in the
interest of science, our annual
Memorial Day breakfast, and, of
course, the national convention in
the spring at Macomb, Illinois,
with Kappa Chapter as host.
Under the capable guidance of
our faculty advisors, Prof. Keith
Crane, and Prof. James McCloy,
and other members of our faculty
we are foreseeing a prosperous
year.
Sincerely,
Charles Eversole,
President
---10---

Mu Chapter
State Teachers College
Mankato, Minnesota

Dear Editor:
Mu Chapter is looking forward
to another interesting year of club
work. Our new officers are Russel
Larsen, President; Endel J aska,
Vice-President; Robert Boyne, Secretary-Treasurer; and Roger Uhr,
Editor-Historian.
The Mu Chapter has entered into
school activities such as taking
part in the Homecoming Parade
and the Charity Carnival. We
also take charge of the display windows in the science Building where
climatic conditions are recorded.
The science bulletin boards are
kept up to date with the latest
literature on scientific developments of student interest. We
have a Science Club which works
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in conjunction with our Siigma
Zeta in carrying out our projectR.
November 19, 1953 we had an
initiation of eleven active and eight
associate members to Mu Chapter.
Th'is gave our Sigma Zeta a total
of thirty active and eight associate
members on campus. The initiations included several speeches and
a debate on scientific topics.
Twelve of the active members are
on the college faculty in our Division of Science and Mathematics.
We have had several interesting
programs this year including a
talk on post graduate work by Mr.
Bushnell, instructor of physics.
Letters have been received from
Sigma Zeta Alumni who are with
the Atomic Energy Commission at
the University of Rochster. Other
graduates have sent letters concerning industrial and post graduate work. We find these letters
very enlightening to those of us
who will be going into scientific
work upon graduation.
Sincerely,
Robert W. Boyne,
Secretary-Treasurer
---'0'--Tau Chapter
State Teachers College
East Stroudsburg, Pa.

Dear Editor:
This year the Tau Chapter of
Sigma Zeta has embarked upon a
schedule of events that is keeping
every member of our society active.
As in the past student demonstrations have been included into our
programs. These demonstrations
are usually carried on before a
regular speaker is presented to the
group. Many eminent scientists
have been featured at our gather-

ings.

trip to New York City is planned
where we will visit the Museum of
Natural History and the Heyden
Planitarium. Our trip next semester will take us to Philadelphia
to the Franklin Institute.

{\

Our major endeavor thus far has.,
been the creation of a Science Clinic in which all members actively
participate. Any student wishing
to be assisted with his science work
need only stop at our laboratory
and here he will find a member
of Sigma Zeta willing and able to
help him.

,
,

To initiate the program we have
had the cooperation of our college
paper informing the students of
our plans. A library display has
been arranged; and assembly
speeches have been made telling
about our project. The Science
Department of our college has also
been helpful in getting our program started.
Our chapter may not have the
facilities available to do as other
chapters do, for this reason we are
sometimes handicapped in that we
can not do the type of research
we would like to do. Weare,
however, along with our research,
preparing ourselves for the teaching of science. Along this line we
have done much.

At our annual Christmas party,
which is held at the home of our
adviser, Dr. William G. Moore, we
will in'itiate two new members.
This will bring our total membership to fifteen.
We of the Tau chapter are looking forward to the National conv,ention at which we will aga'in be
represented. In the meantime we
are preparing papers that we can
present while there.
Sincerely,
Theodore Shanoski,
President
---01---

Phi Chapter
Eureka College
Eureka, Illinois

Dear Editor:
Phi Chapter gained four new
members last spring. They are
Ellis Horton, Lee Reesman, Allen
Wessells, and Mark Whitworth.

We have established close ties
with some of the professors teaching science in the local high schools
and have attempted to do work on
their level. In the spring our
chapter plans to conduct a "Science
Fair" wherein surrounding school
districts will cooperate by having
student displays. A science conference composed of local science
educators will also be held on the
campus.
Our group has planned many
field trips for thiR year. Thus far
we have made a botanical survey
of the Buck Hill Bog, and visited
the Porono Wild Animal farm. A
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The Mineralogist magazine in
its September issue carried an
article by Prof. S. M. McClure
entitled, "The Rarer Minerals of
IUinois." During the summer he
classified a large collection of
specimens for the geology department of Ball State Teachers College at Muncie, Indiana.
"

•
..

Dr. L. W. Charnock was on Sabbatical leave until the second term.
This summer he visited England
and Scotland where he received the
LL. D. honorary degree from the
University of Aberdeen.

Various members of Phi Chapter
took port in several geology field
trips last spring.
These trips
covered numerous points of geologic interest in central and northern IllinOIS and southern Missouri.
They were under the supervision
of Prof. Rinker.
Sincerely,
Robert Doty,
Recorder-treasurer
---0--Sigma Chapter
Our Lady of the Lake College
San Antonio 7, Texas

Dear Editor:
Presiding officers for Sigma
Chapter for 1953 - 1954 are: Jane
Deason, President, Betty Christopher, Vice President; and Lucille
La Penta, Secretary-Treasurer.
Our annual initiation was held
November 16. Those admitted to
active membership were Lucille
La Penta and Catherine Daly.
Thelma Miller was initiated as an
associate member. The annual
banquet was held November 17 at
Tai-Shan.
Three of our old members: Mae
Wang, l\'[ary Ann Dashiell, and
Oralia Cantu, have completed
training as Medical Technologists,
took the National Examination on
October 31, and were notified that
all three passed the examination
satisfactorily. They are now recognized Technicians.
Sixteen students from our
science clubs attended the Annual
meeting of the Texas Academy of
Science, Collegiate Academy held
December 3 - 5in Galveston, Texas. Two papers were presented,
one by Thelma Miller entitled THE
EFFECT OF COLCHICINE ON
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THE GROWTH OF SUCCULENT
PLANTS and the second by Betty
Christopher
on
A
RAPID

THE SIGMA ZETAN

METHOD OF DETERMINING
ANTIBIOTIC SENSITIVITY BY. I'
It
A HEMOGLOBIN INDICATOR. \ . "
"

l'

I

1-1t Work on their research problems presented at TASCA
are Betty Christopher (left) and Thelma Miller.
On December 4, our science
group sponsored the assembly program. The big attraction was the
presentation of Owen's Talking
Mynah Birds. These birds are
among the most beautiful and intelligent birds in the world. Their
plumage is all iridescent black with
the exception of the white bars on
the wings. The beak is a beautiful
orange color and the head wattles
and legs are lemon color. They are

natives of Indo-China.
Mynah
birds cannot be imported because
they are fruit bud eaters. They
cannot eat seeds, for, unlike other
birds they have no gizzard. The
word Mynah means "to perform".
They react to their cues and answer the commands in a voice that
is startlingly like that of a human
being. They talk, whistle and perform on command.
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Sigma Chapter was represented
at the National Convention held
in DeKalb, Ill. last spring by Betty
Christopher and Jane Deason. We
are proud to report that we were
awarded the Founders' Cup for
outstanding achievements during
the 1952 - 1953 scholastic year.
Sister Mary Clarence, our sponsor, was cited for her untiring
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work as National Editor of The
Sigma Zetan. Weare looking forward to the Annual Convention to
be held in Macomb, Ill. this spring
and hope that Sigma Chapter may
again be represented.
Sincerely,
Betty Christopher,
Vice-President
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